HACKING 2019
EUROPEAN ELECTIONS

In 2017, France Digitale disrupted the
French Presidential Election, with an event
dedicated to digital policies.
The event gathered:
- 1000+ entrepreneurs
- 5 candidates & their representatives
- 25 key influencers of the French ecosystem
Out of hundreds of contributions of the
ecosystem, France Digitale wrote a Manifesto
with 16 proposals to turn France into a digital
powerhouse.
-

Viewed 20k+ times
Proposals endorsed by most candidates
Reached Top Trending Topic on Twitter
Massive Media Coverage

In 2019,
LET’S || DISRUPT ||
THE EUROPEAN ELECTIONS

A 2 STEPS PROCESS
I – The European Startup Manifesto (March 2019)
- Bottom-up initiative to crowdsource the ecosystem’s
ideas for a Digital Single Market
- Built with local ecosystems across Europe
- Open for endorsements by candidates
II – European Cyber-Meeting (April 2019)
- Simultaneous meeting in Paris & Berlin & … your city ?
- Ask questions from anywhere, through social media

- Candidates will be auditioned by entrepreneurs and will
pitch their vision for startups

I - THE STARTUP MANIFESTO FOR A SCALE UP CON TINENT

Bottom-up

Call to spitz and
national candidates to
endorse the manifesto

Sourced from local ecosystems &
startups across the continent

Impregnate the campaign with
GOAL: the issues European startups
and scaleups face

II- EUROPEAN CYBER-MEETING
Live auditions of the
Spitzenkandidats
from leading political
parties …

… interact with the
digital ecosystem
in an unique format

…
7 minutes – Candidate pitch
15 minutes – Fireside chat with entrepreneurs
5 minutes – 5 ideas from the ecosystem

THE FIRST PAN-EUROPEAN MEETING
Estimated Date: First week of April
Simultaneous Meeting in Paris & Berlin & … Your city ?
- 50% of candidates in each city
- Hologram meeting

- 1000+ entrepreneurs in each city
Broadcasted in every EU ecosystem
- Ask questions from anywhere
- Invite National Candidates

- Organize your own event and register
it on the platform

Founded in 2012, France Digitale's mission is to
transform France into a territory conducive to the
development of startups, both in France and abroad.
It focuses its action on two main areas : first, the rise
of the ecosystem (community building, sense of
belonging, networking, knowledge transfer, exchange
of good practices) now with more than 1200
members and second, a force of proposals to French
public institutions, major economic actors, the media
and the European Commission.
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